Coded aperture imaging (CAI) has been used in both the astronomical and medical communities for years due to its ability to image light at short wavelengths and thus replacing conventional lenses. Where CAI is limited, adaptive coded aperture imaging (ACAI) can recover what is lost. The use of photonic micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS) for creating adaptive coded apertures has been gaining momentum since 2007. Successful implementation of micro-shutter technologies would potentially enable the use of adaptive coded aperture imaging and non-imaging systems in current and future military surveillance and intelligence programs. In this effort, a prototype of MEMS microshutters has been designed and fabricated onto a 3 mm x 3 mm square of silicon substrate using the PolyMUMPS™ process. This prototype is a line-drivable array using thin flaps of polysilicon to cover and uncover an 8 x 8 array of 20 μm apertures. A characterization of the micro-shutters to include mechanical, electrical and optical properties is provided. This prototype, its actuation scheme, and other designs for individual microshutters have been modeled and studied for feasibility purposes. In addition, microshutters fabricated from an Al-Au alloy on a quartz wafer were optically tested and characterized with a 632 nm HeNe laser.
INTRODUCTION
As adaptive coded aperture imaging (ACAI) is a fairly new technological concept, only a few microshutter arrays have been designed and fabricated in order to answer the need for adjustable masks. While systems such as the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) are able to utilize microshutters that flap open and closed vertically, these systems have shown that they require external sweeping sources in order to actuate the microshutters [1] . These external actuators enable the individual shutters to be adjacent to each other, but cause the problem of blocking the entire scene the detector is attempting to observe, thus rendering the entire detector useless for the duration of actuating the shutters. An ideal microshutter array would require no external actuation; its functionality would depend solely on electrical or magnetic stimuli and generate all movement within its design. It also would have individual functionality for each shutter within its array, so that its application to ACAI would be fully realized.
For this effort, an 8 x 8 array of 64 apertures measuring 18 microns x 18 microns spaced 22 microns apart was chosen, as typical small pixels tend to be approximately the same size. The array needs to have as few macroscopic moving parts as possible, and be designed in such a way that each shutter within the array can be individually opened and closed. Optically, the microshutters will be tested in the visible wavelengths; ideally, as much light as possible should be blocked when all the shutters are closed, and as much as 1/64 of the light should be passed when one microshutter is open.
METHODOLOGY
This section will discuss the fabrication process selected for this work. It will explore the different designs fabricated for this effort as well as briefly address the actuation methods used for the various fabricated designs.
_________________________________
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Fabrication
Due to time constraints for this project, the Multi-User MEMS Process, or MUMPs ® , was selected for this effort. Specifically, the polysilicon deposition MUMPs ® , or PolyMUMPs™ process will be used for the designs that are fabricated in this paper. PolyMUMPs™ is a three-layer polysilicon surface micromachining process that utilizes two sacrificial layers of silicon dioxide to provide separation between the three polysilicon mechanical layers, shown in Figure 1 [2] . The process starts with a (100) n-type doped silicon wafer. First, a 0.6-μm layer of silicon nitride is deposited on the surface of the wafer using a low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) process to provide electrical isolation. This is followed by a 0.5-μm layer of polysilicon, termed Poly0, which is deposited using LPCVD and patterned using standard photolithography processes. A 2.0-μm silicon dioxide layer, called 1 st Oxide, is the next layer added via LPCVD; this is then annealed at 1050°C for an hour. This annealing both dopes the polysilicon and reduces the residual film stress. After etching anchor points for the first releasable layer, the wafer is patterned with a 2.0-μm polysilicon layer; this layer is called Poly1. A second oxide layer, 0.75-μm thick, is then deposited, patterned, and annealed. Anchor points are once again etched, followed by a 1.5-μm thick Poly2 layer deposition. Lastly, a 0.5-μm gold layer, labeled as Metal, is deposited and patterned by using a lift-off process; this layer provides electrical connections for probing, bonding, and electrical routing, and can be used as a highly reflective layer for optical mirror applications [2] . 
Actuation
No matter the design, all MEMS movement is caused by an actuation scheme that converts an input energy into a mechanical motion. An actuator is defined as a device that converts energy from one form, such as electrical or thermal energy, into another form, such as mechanical energy [3] . Due to the size and scale of most MEMS devices, certain effects like thermal conduction must be taken into account, while other forces, such as gravity, are negligible and thus can be ignored. While many different forms of actuation exist, such as electrostatic and piezoelectric, only electrothermal actuation was used for this effort because of the high amount of force and displacement it can produce.
Electro-thermal actuators function due to the thermal properties of materials in the MEMS devices. When current passes through a conductor, the conductor generally heats up due to its internal thermal losses, called Joule heating, which then causes the conductor to expand in length [3] . While this expansion is typically negligible on a macro scale, Joule heating within MEMS devices causes expansion to be much more significant as a result of their size. This elongation effect of a MEMS beam can be described by
where L new is the new beam length; L 0 is the initial beam length; α L is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion; T 0 is the initial temperature before current flow; and T avg is the average final temperature of the beam [3] . This change in beam length can then be used to create physical displacements in MEMS devices in various ways.
To make a thermal actuator using only polysilicon, the cross-sectional areas of the beams can be varied. The larger the area, the more easily heat is dispersed, so that beams with a small cross-sectional area will be much hotter than those with a large cross-sectional area when the same current is passed through both beams. Because the thinner beam, or hot-arm, has a much higher temperature, it will undergo a larger expansion than that of the thicker beam, or cold-arm. Figure 2 shows that if these two beams are connected, the thermal expansion of the hot-arm will cause the entire beam assembly to move laterally. This beam assembly is the electro-thermal actuator. Figure 2 also illustrates how current flow through these devices causes deflection. One of the primary advantages of these devices is that significant displacements of between 10 to 15 μm can be achieved using voltages of less than 20 volts [3] . In addition to the excellent displacement-to-voltage ratio achieved using these devices, significant force can also be applied by these devices, usually from 10 to 100 μN [3] . While electro-thermal actuators are quite efficient at converting low voltages into lateral displacements, they typically have slower response times due to the time needed heating up for expansion and then cooling down to return to neutral. When the voltage is removed, this cooling must be via thermal conduction or convection [3] . Another limitation results from deformations these devices undergo when pushed to their maximum voltage capability or beyond. These deformations can cause the hot-arm to be permanently plastically deformed, reducing the effectiveness of the actuator.
DESIGNS
As previously mentioned, the goal of this research effort is to design and fabricate a MEMS microshutter array. This array requires that apertures within the array can be opened and closed individually without disrupting the function of the other apertures. Due to the fabrication process used, this array must be designed to function with only two releasable layers of polysilicon. This section will discuss the various designs attempted and describe the final design in detail, as well as discuss implementation for testing purposes.
Wedge-style shutter using electro-thermal actuation
Because no previous research projects have attempted to construct a microshutter array with these requirements, the initial design attempts took on an indiscriminate approach. The initial goal was simply to construct functioning microshutters that could be positioned as close together as possible to create the array. Failures in these designs inspired changes to the microshutter concept, culminating in the final design attempt in hopes that the original goal could be realized.
The designs for the initial shutters were inspired by an optical iris and were submitted for fabrication in Run 84 of PolyMUMPS™. An optical iris changes its center aperture size through the movement of the blades. As the blades pull away from each other, the center aperture increases in diameter. The blades of the iris are curved in such a way that they slide smoothly to open and close, and each iris contains enough blades so that the aperture remains relatively circular regardless of the diameter.
Due to the design rules enforced by PolyMUMPS™, creating an exact replica of an optical iris within the two layers of polysilicon proved to be a challenge. Instead, these first designs simplified the concept by using electrothermal actuation to open and close pie-shaped wedges of shutters over a theoretical 200-μm aperture. All of the designs involved two layers of polysilicon; some included a layer of trapped SiO 2 . This was done to limit residual stress within the wedges and to provide strength throughout the shutter. The thermal actuation was performed by either a 200-μm single hot arm or a 250-μm single hot arm, as single hot arms provide more displacement per input voltage than double hot arms. The length and design of the thermal actuator varied with the wedges; the quarter wedges were paired with the 250-μm hot arm, while the sixth wedges were paired with the 200-μm hot arm. The model of the quarter wedges predicted a 47-μm aperture when fully open; the model of the sixth wedge predicted a 33-μm aperture. The difference in these values is due to the length of the hot arm used for each wedge shutter. While these designs are an acceptable first step in solving the problem of needing an array of microshutters, there are potential shortcomings that should be foreseen if not expected. These designs do not actually provide an array of microshutters as needed for ACAI. These microshutters serve more as a proof-of-concept of an individual microshutter, not a full array.
Line-drivable array
The final design incorporates shutter flaps in two directions; the individual aperture only opens when both its shutter flaps move to uncover it. This design uses a drastically different actuation scheme than that seen in the previous designs and will be discussed in detail in the next section. This array utilizes both releasable layers available through the PolyMUMPS™ process to create linear flaps of each layer to move vertically, in the case of Poly1, or horizontally, in the case of Poly2. An illustration of this design can be seen in Figure 4 . The aperture array was nominally chosen to be an 8 x 8 array of 20-μm square apertures. If the apertures were located adjacent to each other on the substrate, then the shutter flaps would require up to 160 μm of movement in order to clear all apertures. As such, the shutter array was designed to have the apertures spaced 20 μm apart to provide ease of actuation, as the flaps contain holes periodically through the array so actuation is minimized at 20 μm instead of 160 μm. Due to the conformal nature of the PolyMUMPS™ process, some adjustments were needed so as to ensure the possibility of full functionality of the array. As mentioned previously, the Poly2 layer conforms to whatever layers might lie beneath it. Unfortunately, the conformal nature of PolyMUMPS™ becomes detrimental to the functionality of the design; the dips in the Poly2 layer are too deep and will not allow those flaps to move. As such, adjustments were made to the widths of the two different flaps. The Poly1 flaps were designed to be as wide as possible without fusing them together; this will minimize the depth of the Poly2 dips between the Poly1 flaps. The distance between each Poly1 flap is 2 µm. The Poly2 flaps were also indented at each location where a hole in the Poly1 flap would be so that the Poly2 dips would not occur within those holes, thus locking the flaps. In order to ensure the flaps would not break, the aperture and hole size had to be adjusted. With an aperture and hole size of 20 µm, the Poly2 flaps would have only one micron of polysilicon holding the flap together; this most certainly would break either during the release process or in testing. To correct this, the aperture and hole size was reduced to an 18-µm square. This then allowed for 3 µm of Poly2 to hold the flap together, which means the flap is significantly stronger.
The shutter array requires a relatively large amount of actuation for it to function properly. As electro-thermal actuators provide only a maximum of 12-14 µm of linear displacement, a different way of utilizing the actuation is needed. This problem has been encountered when developing MEMS safe-and-arm devices, where actuation was achieved through a 4-step process involving two devices termed the "pawl" and "drive" mechanisms to provide a gear-like actuation when driven by correlating AC electrical signals [3] . This design connected the pawl and drive system so as to prevent slipping during actuation. Space limitations on the chip itself required use of a gear wheel to transfer actuation to the shutter flap via an extended slider arm. A box spring was added to each shutter flap to enable an "auto-close" feature, and so a locking actuator is designed to keep the shutter flap from snapping shut during actuation. Because the space allotted for this run was limited, a few more adjustments were needed to ensure that all the microshutter flaps were able to move. First, each microshutter flap required its own gear actuator; given the close proximity of the flaps, this would necessitate increasingly longer and longer flaps to accommodate the entire array. Secondly, each gear actuator needed to be reached by three separate micro-wires to provide the signals to the drive, the pawl, and the lock actuators, meaning that sufficient space for wiring had to be accounted for in the layout of the design. Fortunately, the symmetry of this design allowed for some repeatability in the layout and still allowed adequate space for wiring. The final layout is shown in Figure 5 .
ANALYTICAL MODELING
This section will review the modeling of electro-thermal actuators used for these designs to investigate their output capabilities and their functionality. This information will be used to form a basis from which to evaluate performance.
Coupled electrothermal actuators
Because the microshutter flaps are much larger than the actuators themselves, more than one actuator was needed to provide the necessary force to operate the microshutters. To bank the actuators together, a 2.5-µm wide coupling beam was used to connect the actuators. This 2.5-µm beam is a Poly1-2 stack and is designed to be thick enough to provide enough rigidity to exert force in a somewhat linear motion, yet flexible enough to maintain that near-linear motion when the actuators are at their maximum deflection. With this coupled beam design, any number of electro-thermal actuators can be banked together to create a stronger, more reliable actuation scheme. Because surface area for the microshutter array was limited, the designs for this research effort strove to optimize actuation strength while still leaving enough space so that each microshutter flap could be individually actuated. This optimization led to the selection of two and four banked actuators for the pawl and drive gears, respectively. Figure 6 shows an example of coupled hot-arms and also illustrates the difference between the force vs. deflection curves for banked actuators containing between one and five actuators. 
Two-Dimensional Electro-Thermal Gear Actuator
Two-dimensional actuation was achieved by physically connecting the pawl and drive devices together which enhances this design; previous tests have shown that a disconnected pawl device has a tendency to slip either above or below the drive device when high frequencies are involved; thus combining these devices eliminates that possibility.
A CoventorWare® analysis of this device predicted its movement with input forces varying between 1 and 8 volts, as it was not immediately apparent that CoventorWare® could apply such a signal and achieve viable results. According to the CoventorWare® results, the gear and pawl device can achieve a maximum vertical deflection (pawl) of approximately 9 µm and a maximum horizontal deflection (drive) of approximately 3.5 µm. Unfortunately, CoventorWare® only measured the maximum deflection of the system; further analysis revealed that the thinness of the coupling bar was detrimental to the function of the device, as the maximum deflections occurred here rather than at the end of the device, where the actuation and force is needed. This is illustrated in Figure 7 . 
Optical and Thermal Modeling
Of course, functionality of the device is moot if the device fails due to overheating from incident light exposure. In order to calculate exactly how much power would be needed to cause the microshutter array to become inoperable, several equations are needed to determine exactly how the polysilicon in the microshutter array disperses heat. First, each shutter flap can be modeled as a fixed-fixed beam using the equivalent thermal circuit shown in Figure 8 . Even though the shutters are not fixed at both ends, the dimple on the shutter flap at the opposite end of the spring will serve as the other anchor in this case. These are assumed to be on an infinite heat sink for ease of calculations as silicon nitride has a heat capacity very similar to that of polysilicon. The majority of the heat will be conducted to the substrate through the beam, designated G b , while some will be conducted through the air beneath the beam, designated G g [6] . To complete the circuit, C b represents the thermal capacity of the beam, I b represents the power into the system, T b is the temperature of the beam, and T s is the temperature of the substrate [6] .
Figure 8: a.) Representative thermal circuit for a fixed-fixed polysilicon beam. b.) Physical parameters for thermal equations [6] In order to evaluate the above circuit, the following equations are given to determine I b , C b , G b , and G g :
where P o is the optical power not reflected by the shutter flap, ρ is the reflectance of the flap, ρ b is the density of polysilicon, C p is the thermal capacity of polysilicon, N poly and N air are the thermal conductivities of polysilicon and air, F s is a unitless shape factor that accounts for fringing heat flux effects, and w, t, l, and h s correspond to the width, thickness, length, and height of each beam respectively [6] . Because each shutter flap has a relatively complex geometry compared to a flat polysilicon beam, weighted averages were used for both the width and height of each beam to simplify calculations. Typically, the shape factor, F s incorporates time-consuming numerical methods when dealing with any shape other than a rectangular beam. To save on time and calculations, each of the shutter flaps was mathematically averaged over width and height to result in a uniform rectangular beam. F s is then found by
where again w, t, and h s correspond to the width, thickness, and height of each beam respectively [6] . For a Poly1 shutter flap, this value is 1.18, and for a Poly2 shutter flap, the value is 1.16. Using this shape factor with analysis from the thermal circuit model in Figure 8 , the temperature rise in a shutter flap is given by ( )
where T b is the increase in flap temperature, and Z, the equivalent thermal impedance, is given by G g ) and balances the storage of heat within the shutter flaps and the dissipation of heat through the anchor points [6] . Given an incident laser power of 1.5 mW on the shutter array, this results in a 3.29 K increase for the Poly2 shutter flaps and a 1.82 K increase for the Poly1 shutter flaps. If the shutters were to be heated to the melting point of polysilicon, which is 1687 K, then 633 mW would need to be incident to melt the Poly2 flaps, and 1.15 W would be needed to melt the Poly1 flaps. As a 1.5 mW laser was used for testing, failure due to laser exposure was not expected.
RESULTS
The PolyMUMPS™ process was chosen for fabrication due to its relatively low cost and quick turnaround time of approximately two months. Unfortunately, the PolyMUMPS™ process also has its drawbacks. Its tolerances for alignment throughout the fabrication process dictate at least a minimum of 2 µm spacing between all devices; however, 2 µm is still large enough of an aperture to permit light to pass and is not acceptable for fully functional microshutters. PolyMUMPS™ is also a conformal process with imperfect alignment. The following subsections will outline where these drawbacks to the PolyMUMPS™ process caused component failure. Due to changes in the foundry's schedule at the time of this research, two runs were completed: Run 83 contained the wedge shutters, and Run 84 contained the full microshutter array. As such, lessons learned from each design could not be applied toward more manufacturing. Issues at the foundry resulted in errors in manufacturing of devices in Run 83; all full wedge shutters were completely fused, eliminating any possibility of testing. Individual shutters were included with the design, and their deflections are presented in Figure 9 . 
Line-drivable array
Run 84 included the full microshutter array as well as extra gear actuators and shutter flaps for additional testing. While this run did not have the previous error of fusing, numerous other problems were encountered during the testing of these fabricated designs. The gear actuators proved that they do deflect as intended, but issues were encountered in translating those deflections into rotations in the gear wheels. In an ideal actuation scheme, these actuators would be driven by two separate AC signals that are 90 degrees out of phase and amplified by a DC voltage. However, when the gear actuators were fed these two signals, the pawl and drive device would only actuate in one direction, not the two-dimensional circular motion needed to drive the gear wheel that was presented in Section 3. In trying to simplify the input voltages and achieve actuation, the gear actuator received the same DC inputs that were used in modeling. Circular motion was achieved with these DC inputs; however, that motion could not provide enough force to rotate the gear wheels. In an attempt to gain force, voltages were increased, but no rotation was achieved before the electro-thermal actuators failed from overheating; this failure caused the hot-arm to physically break from its contact pad. Figure 10 shows both aspects of the gear actuator after failure.
Another key failure point for the line-drivable array was the conformal nature of the PolyMUMPs™ process. In the design, the Poly1 flaps were widened as much as possible to minimize Poly2 dips between flaps; but it was revealed that the widening of the Poly1 flaps provided no protection against these dips; Figure 11 displays how the Poly2 layer conformed to the Poly1 layer beneath it and prevented any movement from the Poly2 flaps. In addition, the design required near-perfect alignment during fabrication due to the shape and strength requirements for the Poly2 shutter flaps. PolyMUMPs™ ' imperfect alignment caused the Poly2 layer to fill in the Poly1 holes on one side, shown in Figure 11 , thus preventing the Poly1 flaps from moving as well. While a solution to the conforming problem of the microshutter array is not readily apparent, solutions to make the gear actuators more efficient exist. In attempting to ensure that the gear teeth of both the shutter flaps and the drive and pawl device were not fused as in Run 83, the teeth of the drive and pawl devices were placed 3 μm away from the teeth of the shutter flaps. While this ensured that fusing did not occur, this also reduced the contact area between the gear teeth, which may have contributed to the lack of rotation of the gear wheel. Strengthening the coupling arm of the drive actuators and maximizing their size should provide the force necessary to actuate the gears. Optimization of the gear placement as well as optimization of the gear actuator itself should correct this for future studies.
AFRL shutters
In addition to the two PolyMUMPS™ runs discussed in the previous section, microshutters fabricated on a quartz wafer at AFRL were also tested for functionality. On these wafers, quarter-wedge shutters of varying sizes ranging from 100 μm to 400 μm in diameter were fabricated with 2 μm of aluminum; this was chosen primarily for its accessibility and higher coefficient of thermal expansion. Quartz wafers were used for their ability to pass both visible and IR light, thus eliminating the need to etch a physical aperture through the substrate. Due to internal stress stemming from either the CO 2 critical drying process or the deposition of the aluminum itself, most wedges from the 200-μm, 300-μm and 400-μm diameter microshutters were physically bent out of plane of the substrate, rendering testing impossible; those that were not bent upwards succumbed to stiction and were immoveable. Fortunately, some wedges from the 100-μm aperture survived the release and were tested for their functionality. Figure 12 shows the shutter being actuated. All of these wedges had the problem of undergoing plastic deformation, or back-bending, if they experienced currents of more than 100 mA; this translated to a voltage of approximately 0.7 V. As significant opening of the apertures was not achieved lower than 0.5 V, every wedge was back-bent after actuation. Despite these deformations, these wedges still repeated their actuation after ten tests. As no spacing markers were added in the design, the exact amount of deformation is not known, but it can be safely estimated to be within a range of 5-7 μm when the input voltage is between 0.5-0.7 V.
Optical testing
The final task within this research effort was to optically characterize the various PolyMUMPS™ chips to test for failure due to overexposure. All chips were tested with a 632.8-nm, 1.5-mW HeNe laser to measure their absorptance, reflectance, and transmittance and thus determine their viability as a material for future microshutter work. Figure 13 is an illustration of the optical bench setup. First, the HeNe laser beam was passed through a Jodon spatial filter to remove all higher transverse electric and magnetic (TEM) modes of operation; the lowest order, or TEM 00 mode, is used for a multitude of reasons: the flux density is ideally Gaussian over the beam's cross section, there are no phase shifts in the electric field across the beam as there are in other modes, the beam's angular divergence is the smallest, and it can be focused down to the smallest-sized spot [7] . Once the beam has been spatially filtered, it passes through a 70-mm convex lens that focuses the beam onto a 60% reflective mirror that is oriented 45 degrees off-axis. After 40% of the original power has passed through the reflective mirror, it expands and is then focused onto the microshutter array on a PolyMUMPS™ chip mounted on a glass slide through another 70-mm convex lens; this spot size was an estimated 500-μm by 500-μm, thus encasing the 400-μm by 400-μm microshutter array. This 70-mm lens also captures the diffracting reflectance of the microshutter array and focuses it down again onto the reflective mirror. Two radiometers are then strategically placed to measure the transmittance and the reflectance; the absorptance is then subtracted from the original flux when no chip is present.
As most chips fabricated in Run 84 of PolyMUMPS™ did not survive the release process, only five chips had intact microshutter arrays that were available for optical testing. The average values are listed in Table 1 while With these values, the temperature rise in the polysilicon layers was estimated. Given that the laser's output power is 1.5 mW and is passed through a 60% reflective mirror, 40% of the laser power, or 0.6 mW, is incident on the microshutter array. Using Equations 2-8 and the measured average reflectance, the temperature rise in the Poly2 shutters is only 1.86 K, and the temperature rise in the Poly1 shutters is 1.03 K. Neither of these temperatures is large enough to provide upward deflection in the microshutter array.
CONCLUSIONS
The most prevalent problem encountered during this research stemmed from the inaccuracies of the PolyMUMPS™ process. Despite the shortcomings of PolyMUMPS™, however, some progress has been made. It has been demonstrated that a wedge-style shutter can be fully functional; this increases the prospects of achieving a functional micro-opticalelectro-mechanical-systems (MOEMS) device, if not directly applicable to ACAI. In addition, wedge-style shutters fabricated from aluminum were successfully actuated, further proving that wedge-style microshutters can be operational. Finally, the optical properties of polysilicon were studied and acknowledged so that further MOEMS or ACAI elements fabricated from polysilicon can be designed with optical and temperature limits in mind.
As the majority of the obstacles encountered in this thesis originated from the PolyMUMPS™ process, the first recommendation for future work is to explore other options for fabrication, whether it is in-house or by using another foundry process, such as Sandia National Lab's non-conformal SUMMiT-IV or SUMMiT-V processes. The PolyMUMPS™ process was chosen for this effort due to its relatively low cost and turnaround time, but its conformality and loose tolerances with alignment severely limit the amount of work that can be designed for a functioning microshutter array.
Regardless of the fabrication process, a few key design areas must be fixed to achieve functionality of the microshutter array. The first area needing rework is that of the gear actuator. The actuation scheme must be redesigned so that it does not take up as much surface area on the chip, but can still provide the necessary force to move the microshutter flaps, whether that is via a gear wheel or another device. A simple fix for this might be to make the gear actuator rely on a 4 x 4 scheme of banked electro-thermal actuators; this may provide the needed force to move the microshutter flaps. The driving arm should also be designed to be thicker so that it can translate more of the force provided from the actuators to the gears. The lock actuator would then be redesigned; a simple fix to this would be to implement ratchet-like gear teeth on the microshutter flaps themselves and devise a method to release the ratchet, whether through electro-thermal actuation or another actuation method. Despite the redesigns, it is very likely that functioning microshutters can be fabricated through the PolyMUMPS™ process to create MOEMS, if not ACAI, devices.
